Provision of therapeutic hypothermia during neonatal transport

Therapeutic hypothermia is an accepted and indeed expected treatment for term infants with hypoxic ischaemic encephalopathy. As initiation of this treatment is time critical neonatal transport services must be able to both initiate and continue cooling safely during the transport episode. This article describes the experience of the Scottish Neonatal Transport service in providing cooling during transport.
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Mechanism of cerebral injury due to hypoxia-ischaemia
Fifty percent of brain metabolism is used to provide energy for the ion pumps in neural cell membranes. During hypoxia-ischaemia, energy levels fall and neural membranes depolarise, allowing a rapid influx of sodium and water into the cells, resulting in cell swelling and cell death. However, neural injury does not cease when the hypoxic-ischaemic insult has resolved and energy levels have returned to normal. There is a latent phase representing a limited window of opportunity in which to decrease or even prevent a further cascade of inflammatory events.

Some hours after the initial insult, energy levels begin to fall again and excitatory neurotransmitters are released from neural membranes which result in a cascade of processes causing further cell death. There is release of cytokines, free radicals and neurotransmitters which damage the cell skeleton and membrane.

Time dependency of therapeutic hypothermia
Prolonged, moderate hypothermia decreases cerebral injury and has been found to be related to subsequent improved neurological outcome. One of the key factors in efficacy is the time between the hypoxic ischaemic insult and the initiation of hypothermia. Maximum benefit has been shown to be obtained when cooling is started as soon as possible postnatally, but within six hours of birth. The TOBY trial data suggest that cooling within four hours of life has most benefit. Anderson et al.

Not all infants who could benefit from therapeutic hypothermia are born in centres equipped to provide this treatment. Transfer to a centre where cooling is provided can delay initiation of treatment, potentially beyond the therapeutic window. Distance, road conditions, weather, transport team response times and the need for further stabilisation of the baby all impact on the time taken to arrive in a cooling centre. In Scotland distances travelled may be from as little as 15 to over 200 miles, and in order to reach island communities a flight will be required.
**Cooling at referring units and during transport**

Early implementers of therapeutic hypothermia very quickly realised the need for this therapy to be in progress during transfer. Fairchild et al in Virginia, USA, published data on four year’s experience in transferring infants who required cooling. Eighty percent of the infants who undergo therapeutic hypothermia in this unit are born remote from the cooling centre. The team have established a teaching programme for referring units in order to initiate cooling and optimise cooling care in referring units. Most cooling is started passively in the referring unit and continued actively by the transport team ([Table 1](#table1)).

The Virginia service states that passive cooling in referring units is effective as a means of providing initial cooling, however it is acknowledged that while most infants attain goal temperatures, some need active adjuncts to cool effectively while others, cooled passively, are overcooled (32%). Active cooling is discouraged in the Virginia area for most referring units.

Hallberg et al conclude that while passive induction of hypothermia is achievable and allows an earlier start to therapeutic hypothermia, there are substantial risks associated with unintended excessive cooling. Infants who had been excessively cooled were also found to have increased morbidity and mortality rates. This could reflect that excessive passive/active cooling is detrimental to the infant, however asphyxiated infants are known to naturally cool faster than healthy infants and increased morbidity may be a reflection of the severity of hypoxia already affecting the infant. Continuous monitoring of core temperature is recommended by Hallberg when carrying out any form of cooling.

Most authors, including Erecinska and Thoresen, consider cooling below 33-34°C to be unsafe. Compagnoni however has investigated cooling to 30°C and shown no adverse effects. Compagnoni’s study recruited 39 infants; 10 cooled to between 32 and 34°C, 18 to between 30 and 33°C and the remaining 11 randomised to routine care. Both cooled groups showed better outcomes than the non-cooled infants, but there seemed to be little difference between the two cooled groups. This is a small study which would need multicentre replication before implementation.

Kendall et al implemented passive cooling both before and during transfer of patients moved by the London Neonatal Transfer Service. The guidelines developed for the TOBY trial meant that infants could be cooled prior to arrival in the designated cooling centres for that area. Due to journey times, 69% of these infants did not reach the target rectal temperatures prior to six hours of age if cooling had not been initiated prior to transfer. With the benefit of cooling during transport 67% of infants transferred were within the target temperature range on arrival in the cooling centre. Despite strict guidelines, none of the referring units had measured a rectal temperature prior to the arrival of the transport team. Eleven percent (4) of the infants were overcooled and some were difficult to rewarm to within the therapeutic range. Active cooling of any kind without rectal temperature monitoring is discouraged due to the risk of subtherapeutic hypothermia by this group.

### Monitoring body temperature

Variations between skin, axilla and rectal temperature monitoring were examined by Kendall et al. Skin temperature readings did not correlate well with rectal temperature readings. Axilla temperature monitoring, although not identical, did reflect rectal temperatures more closely. In units unable to provide continuous rectal monitoring this finding would allow continuous axilla monitoring to be undertaken, providing a trend in temperature, with intermittent rectal temperatures to supplement these readings. A previous study by Hissinck found poor correlation between axilla and rectal temperatures; however the infants in that study were in the normothermic range. The authors state that appropriate positioning of the temperature probe in the axilla is essential to achieve good correlation with rectal temperatures.

### Guidelines for pre-transport cooling

Passive cooling of infants with HIE is now being undertaken safely during transfer in the UK. Eighty six percent of infants in Scotland who were cooled prior to or during transfer would not have had cooling initiated before six hours of age had cooling not been undertaken during the transport episode. This is not because there was an extended transport stabilisation episode period required but simply due to delays in referral and travel time.

Guidelines for referring units need to reflect the wide variety of units that may request a transfer; from a tertiary unit which can provide cooling but may not have an available cot, to community midwifery units that may only have a few births per year and that have limited resources to monitor a sick infant. Teaching has always been an integral

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Passive cooling methods</th>
<th>Active cooling methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stop active warming</td>
<td>Adjuncts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn off overhead heater (or reduce servo setting to 34°C) but monitor temperature closely</td>
<td>Cool gel pack (fridge)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse in open cot rather than incubator If incubator is the only option:</td>
<td>Chemical cold pack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- turn off and open portholes.</td>
<td>Cool bean bag (fridge)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- nurse naked on an open nappy</td>
<td>Fan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- no sheepskin, no nesting</td>
<td>Mechanical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- no hat</td>
<td>Servo-controlled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non servo-controlled</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1** Passive and active cooling methods to reduce a baby’s core temperature.
implement therapeutic hypothermia is less of a concern than the need to focus on staff training and patient safety.\footnote{Hallerberg9}

**Implementation of rectal monitoring**

In South East Scotland there are no community maternity units, therefore it has been fairly simple to liaise with each potential referring unit to ensure that the means to monitor rectal temperature continuously is available. All units use the same rectal probes as the transport team and have purchased connecting cables to link probes to the existing monitors. Only one monitor type did not accept the standard connection cable but this was easily overcome with the purchase of a small, inexpensive adaptor. These simple measures ensure that rectal monitoring is utilised during passive cooling with the added advantage that the probe does not need to be replaced either on the arrival of the team, or at the receiving unit.

**Concerns regarding overcooling**

Initially there was great anxiety among transport staff around the potential to overcool infants and therefore during transport infants were only cooled to between 34°C and 34.5°C to avoid subtherapeutic hypothermia. There have been no infants with temperatures recorded below 33°C therefore the target rectal temperature is now 34°C. If active cooling is required once the team arrives, cool covered gel packs, chemical cold packs or cool bean bag positioning aids can be used. When using these adjuncts it must be remembered not to fully cover the infant with packs in order to still allow heat loss. When cooling any infant the team must have the ability to rewarm the infant if needed – either by increasing the ambient incubator temperature or other means, such as clothing the baby or activating a heated mattress and laying it near the baby (not directly under). Overcooling is a very real risk and transport staff should monitor temperature trends closely, pre-empting overcooling by removing adjuncts before the attainment of goal temperature. The standard team composition for retrieval of a sick infant is two staff, however a third person to monitor temperature alone can be very helpful when stabilising and transferring an asphyxiated infant being cooled by non servo-controlled means.

**Practice which may counteract cooling**

Securing an infant’s endotracheal tube (ETT) in South East Scotland is done using hats, ties and holders. Although ideally the infants requiring therapeutic hypothermia would not wear hats, it was felt that altering ETT fixation at the same time as introducing a new therapy was likely to add to staff anxiety. Therefore currently infants are transported with the usual fixation and the fixation is then changed to exclude the hat once the baby is admitted to the cooling centre. It is acknowledged that while this has not impacted on the ability to cool the whole body, it may have decreased the ability to locally cool the head surface.

Initial concerns were also raised as to the potential detrimental effects of using heated, humidified gases during ventilation, however this has not adversely affected the ability to cool an infant effectively.

**Servo-controlled cooling**

Hallerberg\footnote{Hallerberg9} suggests that fluctuations in an infant’s temperature may impact on the effectiveness of therapeutic hypothermia. The current literature supporting cooling on transport, by either passive or active means, reflects significant variations in temperature readings even when within the therapeutic range.

SNTS has the benefit of dedicated ambulances, therefore the South East
Scotland team investigated the possibility of providing servo-controlled cooling during transport which offers much improved control over the range of temperature fluctuation. The regional NNU had already purchased two CritiCool™ devices to provide servo-controlled therapeutic hypothermia and allowed the transport team access to one of these. As with all equipment carried in an ambulance the issues of weight, fixation, staff safety and power requirements all had to be considered. The South-East Scotland SNTS team working closely with the Scottish Ambulance Service (SAS) and ParAid (Birmingham, UK) developed a system to provide servo-controlled therapeutic hypothermia during transport. The system was designed to encompass current safety standards; the wheels supplied with the device were removed and it was mounted in a wheeled cage, which was secured firmly into the ambulance using the same system used to secure incubators (FIGURES 1 AND 2). The SAS tested this for stability under progressive driving conditions and ParAid undertook computerised crash simulation calculations.

The power requirements were reviewed by the SAS and deemed suitable for use in the ambulance. The CritiCool™ device has no in-built battery power supply, which initially caused concern regarding temperature control during transfer from the nursery to the ambulance. However experience has shown that the time taken from nursery to ambulance, even allowing for a brief visit in labour ward to see the infant’s mother, does not cause fluctuations in temperature control. CritiCool™ has developed extra long tubing to reach the incubator from the cooling machine without causing a trip or infection control hazard (another option is to join two lengths of tubing together).

Utilising servo control from the point of transport team arrival, throughout the transport episode and at the receiving cooling centre minimises temperature fluctuations and allows the team to concentrate on provision of all aspects of stabilisation and intensive care more easily. This is an ideal means of cooling but currently requires a dedicated vehicle and instant access to a servo-controlled means of cooling that can be secured safely in the ambulance. This is not yet possible in a front line ambulance, during flight or for MRI, therefore transport teams need to be familiar with the provision of both passive and active cooling with adjuncts, as well as considering their ability to provide servo-controlled cooling during transport.

Conclusion

Therapeutic hypothermia is now an integral part of neonatal care provision for infants who have had either a moderate or severe hypoxic ischaemic insult. Effective hypothermia is considered to have started once the infant’s rectal temperature is sustained below 34°C, even if this is prior to arrival at a cooling centre. Initiation of cooling, either by the transport service or in referring units, will be necessary in many instances to ensure that this treatment is commenced before six hours of age. Therapeutic hypothermia can safely be provided during transport whether the team uses passive or active means including servo control.
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